This paper will look at the connection of operators and frames respectively related sequences from different viewpoints. We will give a survey of the classification of frames and similar sequences by the properties of the associated operators. Furthermore an important part will be the investigation of how to find a matrix representation of operators with Bessel sequences, frames and Riesz bases. Apart from that we will extend the well-known fact, that frames are exactly the images of orthonormal bases using surjective bounded operators. We will also shortly investigate which operator keep the properties of these kind of sequences.
Introduction
The relevance of signal processing in today's life is clearly evident. Without exaggeration it can be said, that any advance in signal processing sciences directly lead to an application in technology and information processing. Without modern signal processing methods several modern technologies would not be possible, like the mobile phone, UMTS, xDSL or digital television.
The mathematical background for today's signal processing applications are Gabor and wavelet theory. To develop a signal in the time-frequency or timescale domain it is analyzed using a Gabor or wavelet system. Many applications use a modification on these coefficients obtained from the analysis operation. An example of this is an equalizer, which uses a transformation into the frequency domain, modifies the obtained coefficients and then a synthesizer transforms the result back into a time domain signal. So for such application not only an analysis but also a synthesis operation is needed. Also if the coefficients are not changed, the result should be the original signal, therefore so-called perfect reconstruction is needed. One way to achieve that is to analyze the signal using orthonormal bases (ONB) . In this case the analysis of a function is simply the correlation of the signal f with each basis element, e k , f → ( f, e k ) k . The synthesis that gives perfect reconstruction, if coupled with the analysis, is simply the (possibly infinite) linear combination of the basis elements c → k c k e k .
From practical experience it soon has become apparent that the notion of an orthonormal basis is not always useful. Sometimes it is more important for a decomposing set to have special properties, like good time frequency localization, than to have unique coefficients, which can be ensured if ONBs are used. But suitable ONBs are often difficult to find and sometimes hard to work with. This led to the concept of frames, which was introduced by Duffin and Schaefer in [13] . It was made popular by Daubechies, c.f. [12] , and today is one of the most important foundations of Gabor and wavelet theory. In application frames receive more and more attention, in the form of oversampled filter banks, c.f. [4] . With this theory many questions can be formulated in a very clear and precise way. For example the question whether a filter bank yields perfect reconstruction can be translated to the search for a dual frame.
Models in physics and other application areas, for example in sound vibration analysis [3] , are mostly continuous models. A lot of problems there can be formulated as operator theory problems, for example as differential or intergral equation. To be able to work numerically the operators have to be discretized. One way to do this is to find a matrix describing this operator, for example by using the finite section method found in [16] . We will investigate here, among other things, a way to describe an operator as a matrix using frames.
In this paper we are going to investigate some connections between frames and related sequences to operators. For a frame some operators occur naturally, the analysis, the synthesis and the composition of them, the frame operator. We will start with a survey of how to classify these sequences by the properties of those operators respectively by the properties of the Gram matrix seen as operator on l 2 . Nearly all of these results are already known, but to the author's knowledge have never been collected.
Then we are going to examine the relation of frames to other operators. It is a well-known result, that if a surjective bounded operator U is applied on the elements of a frame (f k ), the resulting sequence (Uf k ) is again a frame. We are going to extend this result to a larger class of sequences, to Bessel sequences, and show that the frame operator can be described by the operator U.
Connected to the result above, it is another well-known result that frames can be described uniquely by applying a surjective operator on an ONB. Again we are going to generalize this result.
Finally we are using frames to find a matrix representation of operators. In [10] a concept was presented, where an operator R is described by the matrix Rf j ,f i H i,j where (f i ) is a frame and (f i ) is its canonical dual. In this paper we are going to develop this idea in full generality. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we collect results and notation we need in the following. In Section 3 we give classification results, how to describe sequences by the properties of the associated operators respectively the Gram matrix and vice-versa. Section 4 will deal with the generalization of the result, that a surjective operator applied on a frame will again result in a frame. Section 5 will extend the concept of classifying frames by images of ONBs to Bessel and frame sequences. And finally in Section 6 we will develop the idea of how to describe an operator by a matrix using frames and their duals.
This article is based on parts of the author's PhD thesis [1] .
Notation and Preliminaries

Hilbert Spaces
For details refer to [11] .
We will denote Hilbert spaces by H, possibly with indeces, and their inner product with < ., . >, which is linear in the first coordinate. Let in the following be B(H 1 , H 2 ) the set of all operators, i.e. linear and bounded functions, from H 1 to H 2 . With the operator norm , A Op = sup
A(x) H 2 , this set is a Banach space. We will denote the composition of two operators A : H 1 → H 2 and B : H 2 → H 3 by B • A and the adjoint of an operator A by A * , so Ax, y = x, A * y for all x, y ∈ H. For self-adjoint operators it is well known that A Op = sup
{ Af, f }. We call an operator A positive respectively non-negative if for all f = 0 we get Af, f > 0, respectively ≥ 0.
Furthermore we will denote the range of an operator A by ran(A) and its kernel by ker(A). As ker(A) ⊥ = ran(A * ), where ⊥ denotes the orthogonal complement and the overbar the closure, we know that an operator is injective, if and only if its adjoint has dense range.
We are going to need the following result
T is injective (one-to-one) and has closed range if and only if there exists a number c > 0 such that :
An example for a Hilbert space is the sequence space
We will use the canonical basis elements δ k for sequence spaces, where (δ k ) n = δ k,n , using the Kronecker symbol:
Tensor Products
The "Outer" Tensor Product
We will often write f ⊗ g instead of f ⊗ o g, if there is no chance of misinterpretation.
The "Inner" Tensor Product
Definition 2.3 Let f ∈ H 1 , g ∈ H 2 then define the inner tensor product as the operator from H 2 to H 1 by
We will often write f ⊗ g instead of f ⊗ i g if the meaning is clear. For this operator we know [21] that it is a bounded linear operator from H 2 to H 1 with
Its range is of dimension 1 or 0 (and it's therefore compact). Clearly these tensor products are exactly the rank one (and zero) operators on Hilbert spaces.
Hilbert Schmidt Operators
For more detail on this class of compact operators refer to [21] or [22] . 
This definition is independent of the choice of the ONB. The class of HilbertSchmidt operators is a subclass of the compact operators, cf. [21] , with the following properties: 
It is possible to define an inner product for this class of operators, which induces the above norm, and so HS is a Hilbert space. 
For an operator
) and this correspondence is even unitary as S,
) . For d = 1 this result can be found in [21] , for higher dimension for example in [18] . In this setting we get a connection between outer and inner product as κ(f
Banach Algebra
For details see e.g. [20] . The index set will be omitted in the following, if no distinction is necessary.
it is called a Bessel sequence with Bessel bound B.
The Operators Defined by a Frame
If it is not necessary to distinguish different frames, and it is clear, which frame is used, we will just write S for S G , C for C G and D for D G . We will also use the indexing C g k for C G and also the other operators. 
Ignoring the fact that we don't have a frame, we can define the associated analysis, synthesis or frame operator by extending the above definitions to Bessel sequences (with bound B). In this case these operators are still welldefined,
If the sequences are not frames or they are different from each other, the operator S is clearly not a true frame operator, but it shares a lot of properties, like this simple one:
Lemma 2.10 Let {g k } be a Bessel sequences, then S g k ,g k is self-adjoint and non-negative and positive on span{g k }.
Proof: S is clearly well-defined as C and D are.
This remains true, if we do not know anything about the sequence except that the associated frame operator is well-defined.
The Dual Frame
If we have a frame in H, we can find an expansion of every member of H with this frame, cf.
where both sums converge unconditionally in H.
If perfect synthesis works for a sequence of elements (γ k ) in connection with another sequence (g k ), i.e. f = k∈K f, γ k g k , these sequences are called dual.
We are going to need the following result:
Then the orthogonal projection P on the space V = span {g k } is just the frame operator ex-tended to the whole space H, so
where (g k ) is the dual frame in V .
Bases
For any basis there is a unique biorthogonal sequence, which also is a basis. Let us recall the definition of ONBs:
) A orthonormal basis (ONB) is a sequence, that is a basis and orthonormal.
For ONBs we have
f H = k | f, e k | 2 .
Riesz Bases
Proposition 2.15 ([9] 3.6.6.) Let (g k ) be a sequence in H. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
an invertible bounded operator T ∈ B(H). (2) (g k ) is complete in H and there exist constants A, B > 0 such that the inequalities
hold for all finite sequences c = {c k }. 
Gram Matrix
We have mentioned the Gram matrix before. Let us repeat Definition 2.18 Let {g k } and {g
We can look at the operator induced by the Gram matrix, defined for c ∈ l
Clearly for two Bessel sequences it is well defined, as
Pseudoinverse of an Operator
For more detail on this topic let us refer to [10] . 
Classification
Classification by the Associated Operators
As mentioned in Section 2.6 the frame property is equivalent to C being injective and bounded. But also Bessel, frame sequences and Riesz bases can be classified by using the synthesis or analysis operator. We collect the results from [9] chapter 3 and chapter 5 as well as [7] and [10] into a compilation and extend them in a natural way to all (in this context) possible combination of operators and sequences: 
is well defined and bounded from H in l 2 with 
we know that
For the other direction let {g k } be a Bessel sequence, then C and D are welldefined and bounded. The frame operator S = D • C and therefore it is also bounded.
2.) As S is positive on span{g h }, this means that S is injective on ran(
, the operator D is closed and {g k } is a frame sequence.
If {g k } is a frame sequence, we know from Proposition 2.12, that S is an orthogonal projection and therefore closed. 
Classification with the Gram Matrix
Let us state the connection between the kind of sequence and the Gram matrix: For the other direction, suppose that G is bounded invertible on R C . With Lemma 2.1 it is enough to show that C −1 : ran(C) → H is bounded. C −1 = C † ran(C) . So by Proposition 2.21
sequence in H and let G be its Gram matrix. Then (1) The Gram Matrix defines G a bounded function from l 2 into l 2 if and only if the sequence (g k ) is a Bessel sequence. In this case the Gram matrix defines an injective operator from ran(C) to ran(C). The range of G is dense in ran(C). The operator norm of G is the optimal Bessel bound. (2) The Gram Matrix defines a bounded operator from
In [19] decay properties of the Gram matrix are investigated. As can be seen from the above theorem this can be useful for sufficient conditions for sequences being a Bessel sequence.
Operators Applied on Frames
A natural question arises, when we ask if frames keep their frame property if an operator is applied to its elements. If the operator is surjective, this is true. Proof:
Corollary 4.3 Let (g k ) be a Bessel sequence and U : H → H an operator. Then
We know that (Ug k ) is a Bessel sequence. So
For tight frames (f k ) with the frame bound A the last corollary gives
and therefore only operators, where U * are isometries, map tight frames on tight frames with the same bound .
A similar result to Proposition 4.2 is the well-known statement: 
Classification with ONBs
Frames can be described as images of an orthonormal basis by bounded linear operators in an infinite dimensional Hilbert space. They can even be classified by this result:
be an arbitrary infinite ONB for H. The frames for H are precisely the families {Ue k }, where U : H → H is a bounded and surjective operator.
This operator is just the composition of an analysis and a synthesis operator.
From an application and finite dimensional space viewpoint this proposition seems to be strange at first glance and it is investigated in this context in [1] .
With the knowledge we have gained from Section 4 we can again restate this result for Bessel and frame sequences:. For Riesz bases such a classification is well-known, see Proposition 2.15.
From 5.1 we know now that every frame (f k ) can be described as the image of an surjective operator U of an arbitrary ONB (e n ), f k = Ue k . So as ONBs are tight frames with A = 1, we now know with Corollary 4.3:
be an arbitrary infinite ONB for H. Let {f k } be a Bessel sequence and let U be the bounded operator with U(e k ) = f k , then
Riesz Bases
The proposition 5.1 can be very easily be extended to Riesz Bases.
Proposition 5.4
Let (e n ) with n ∈ I be an arbitrary Riesz basis for the infinite dimensional H. The frames for H are precisely the families {Ue k }, where U : H → H is a bounded and surjective operator.
Proof: Let (g k ) be a Riesz basis for H, and let (δ n ) be the canonical basis for l 2 . Let (f k ) be a frame. Clearly the operator defined by U :
On the other side U(e n ) is clearly a frame, see 4.1. 2
If we want to have a classification of frames by operators, it's more useful to do that with a smaller class, the orthonormal bases.
Matrix Representation with Frames
Representing Operators with Frames
Let (g k ) be a frame. An existing operator U can be described by the image of the elements of the frame. For a linear operator U(f ) = U( k f,g k g k ) = k f,g k Ug k . The right hand side is converging, because the Ug k form a Bessel sequence.
On the other hand, we can not so easily define an operator by setting U(g k ) := h k and setting U(
this is certainly true. This is true for Riesz bases.
We can try to circumvent this by using the following definition
Let (h k ) form a Bessel sequence, which is also needed in the case of ONBs to get a bounded operator, cf. e.g. [11] . In this case the right hand side of Equation (2) is well-defined. It is clearly linear, and it is bounded. But the whole system is not well-defined in the sense, that in general U(g k ) = h k . This can be easily seen in the next example:
Example 6.1 :
Let (e 1 , e 2 ) be the standard basis. Let (g k , k = 1, . . . , 4) be the sequence (e 1 , e 2 , e 1 , e 2 ). This is clearly a tight frame with bound A = 2, and so the dual frame is (
· e 2 ). Now let (h k ) be (e 1 , e 2 , e 2 , e 1 ) and use Equation 2:
and so U(g 1 ) = U(e 1 ) = 1 2
· (e 1 + e 2 ) = h 1 .
Matrix Representation
For ONBs it is well known, that operators can be uniquely described by a matrix representation with this ONBs [16] . The same can be constructed with frames and their duals. Recall the definition of the operator defined by a (possibly infinite) matrix :
The following can be seen as a extension of the ideas in [10] , where an operator R is described by the matrix Rf j ,f i i,j where (f i ) is a frame.
We will start with the more general case of Bessel sequences. Note that we will use the notation . H 2 →H 2 for the operator norm to be able to distinguish between different operator norms.
(1) Let O : H 1 → H 2 be a bounded, linear operator. Then the infinite matrix
(2) On the other hand let M be a infinite matrix for which the operator If we do not want to stress the dependency on the frames and there is no change of confusion, the notation M(O) and O(M) will be used.
For frames we get
(See Figure 1. )And so 
For the other equality the roles of the frame and the dual just have to be switched.
2.) From OM = Id we know that M is injective and O is surjective.
On the other hand
As a direct consequence we get the following corollary. The other function O is in general not so "well-behaved". Again if the dual frames are biorthogonal this is true, refer to the Section 2.7.1.
For the description of the Gram Matrix (cf. Section 2.8) and its behavior (cf. [19] ) it would be very interesting to look more closely at the class of infinite matrices defining bounded operators. This is important to get sufficient conditions for Bessel sequences. One well-known condition is Schur's lemma, refer e.g. to [17] . We will state another result in Section 6.4, where we will look especially at Hilbert-Schmidt operators. 
If O is surjective, then for every f there exists a g such that Og = f , and therefore g,
Particularly for O = Id the matrix
So we get a way to a way to "switch" between frames, refer to [1] .
Let us finish with some interesting examples:
Let (g k ) and (f k ) be frames in H and δ j the canonical basis of l 2 . Then
Riesz Bases
The coefficients using a Riesz Basis are unique, so Theorem 6.1 can be extended to: 
So these functions are inverse to each other and therefore bijective.
We know that M (f k ,f k ) is a Banach algebra homomorphism and so its inverse is, too. 2
Matrix Representation of HS Operators with Frames
We can now come back to the relationship of matrices and operators from H to H, possibly infinite dimensional, stated in Section 6. We will look at Hilbert-Schmidt operators.
We now have the adequate tools to state that HS operators correspond exactly to the matrices with a special norm: Definition 6.7 Let A be an m by n matrix, then 
If the frame is tight, we clearly see from Theorem 6.1 that these functions are isometric. To get isometric isomorphism we have to use tight Riesz bases. It is known that such frames are just rescaled orthonormal bases (with fixed scale).
Matrices and the Kernel Theorems
For L 2 (R d ) the HS operators are exactly those integral operators with kernels in L 2 R 2d , see [21] [14] . This means that such an operator can be described as
Or in weak formulation
which can be used for other kernel theorem for Banach spaces and distributions, see below.
From 6.1 we know that
Og j ,f k f k ⊗ i g j and so 
There is a large variety of function spaces, where operators are exactly integral operator using equation ( [14] . In order to derive similar results for the case of Banach spaces of functions or distributions Section 6 would have to be generalized to these spaces.
Frame Multipliers
Using the correlation between operators and frames, we can ask, which operators are induced by diagonal matrices. Let m be a sequence and diag(m) the matrix that has this sequence as diagonal. Then
Applied on an element we get
and so we have arrived quite naturally at the definition of frame multiplier as introduced in [2] .
In general the product of two frame multipliers is not a frame multiplier any more. It is not induced by a diagonal matrix anymore, following [2] , but rather
i · G g i ,f j i,j m (2) j i,j
Conclusion and Perspectives
In this work we have examined the connection between operators and frames. We have given a survey of the classification of frames and related sequences by the properties of the associated operators. We have generalized well-known result for frames to Bessel sequences, regarding the classification as images of an ONB respectively application of operators on a sequence. We have introduced the concept of how to represent an operator by a matrix using frames. We have stated basic properties for this notion and have shown that for Riesz bases this representation is unique.
For future work there is a large variety of function spaces, where operators are exactly integral operator using equation 3. It would be interesting to derive similar results for the representation as matrices for the case of Banach spaces of functions or distributions. So Section 6 should be generalized to Banach spaces and Banach frames.
Proposition 4.4 is not possible if the original sequence is only a frame sequence. It would be interesting to search for a similar result in this case. All the results above should also be extended respectively adapted to Riesz-Fisher sequences respectively sequences that fulfill the lower frame bound. This can already partly be found in [6] .
Finally the idea of matrix representation by frames should be applied. Especially for the application where orthonormal bases are not very useful, e.g. in time-frequency analysis, this concept should be utilized.
